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J:NTRODOCTION 

Since 1973 and the Arab oil. embargo, there has been a 

general trend of rising gasoline prices and several periods 

in which there was a shortage o.f gasoline a vaila.ble to the 

consumer.. It has become important that the United States 

decrease its consumption of this non .renewable resource .. 

One way of decreasing gasoline use is to increase the use of 

public transpprtation. Another important :reaso~ for using 

mass transit include its potential for reducing traffic and 

air pollution.. Bus companies and the governmen·t have 

attempted to increase bus ridership by of.fering discounts, 

s.pecial rates, special .has services, .better service, and 

cleaner and more comfortable buses (Geller et al, 1982). 

These changes have .met with olJ..ly partial success,. An al·ter-

native approach is to study the adequacy of the bus schedule 

in in.forming the potentia.l passenger a.bout the correct buses 

to take, starting and arri·viIJg times, and other bus route 

information.. One reason that some people do not use buses 

may be quite simple: the schedules are inco.mprehensible. 

One study which assessed the ease of obtaining inforllla-

tion .from bus schedules (Eve:cett. 

1977) supp~rted this contentiQn~ 

Anderson. & Mackranczy, 

In this study, five cate-

gories of pamphlets were used, including .route maps, depar.-

1 
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ture-arrival information. text., advertise:ments, and general 

pamphlets.. With a particular pamphlet in front of the sub-

ject, a questionnaire was given which asked the subject to 

pl.an a trip from a stated origi~ to a stated destination .• 

In all, seven perf o.rmance .ratings were gathered.. The sub-

jects were asked what bus tµe_y would take, the departure 

t.ime, the cost of the trip, what streets they would travel 

on, the ultimate bus stop; the length of ti.me the trip would 

take, and the return trip bus~ 

The results indicated that the pamphlets we.re indeed dif-

ficult to understand"' In al.1, 19 pamphlets from across the 

country were used.. ~he ease of comprehending the pamphlets 

was found tp vary substantially.. Correct :responses for the 

seven performance guestio.ps ranged from a low o.f 17 percent 

co.erect £or the least clear pa&phlet, t() a high of 74 per-

cent correct for the c.learest pamph.let,. Across all pam-

phlets, performance reached a low pf 24 percent o.f the sub-

jects correctly es·timating dur.atio.n of the trip, and a high 

o.f 53 percent in correctly l,la.ming the ultimate bus stop .. 

This pattern of resu.lts led the expe.rimenters t.o conclude 

that the pamphlets provided by the bus companies 1ilere poo.rly 

planned-a 

The goal 

schedule in 

of pictorial 

a form that 

bus schedules is to present the 

is most compre:hensi.b.le to the 
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vieiiler .. The most comprehensible format, according to Bar-

tram (1980), is one that is most similar to the particular 

:form o.f internal n;presentation of spatial networks made by 

the reader,. This :will minimize the recoding necessary by 

the viewer to make use of the external stimulus. 

Downs and Stea (1973) offer a clear definition of cogni-

tive mapping,. 

Cognitive mapping is a process composed of a ser-
ies of psychological tr.:ansformations by which an 
individual acquires, codes, stores, recalls a.nd 
decodes informa.tion a.bout the relative location 
and attributes of phenomena in his everyday spa-
tial environIDent. (p.9) 

O.bservable spatial behavior (e, g. orientation) is assumed to 

depend upon the individual's internal representation (co9ni-

ti ve map) ,. 

L_ynch (1960) identified five structural elements of cog-

nitive raaps: _paths, edges, districts, nodes, and landrua.rk.s. 

Paths (channels of movement) and landmarks, are particularly 

important to a pictoria.l presentation of a bus schedule 

because bus schedules represent route information and often 

include landmarks in a pictorial presentation. The way in 

which these elements are presented in a map will affect the 

map•s clarity (similarity to internal map). This point is 

elaborated upon later in this introduction. 



In add.ition to affecting a map's clarity, t.he way in 

which the envi:ron,ment is .represented will also affect recod-

ing between _perception and action.. Welford {1978) wrote 

that the recoding r1ormal.ly reg:uired .between pecception and 

action .fa.lls into two main classes: spatial transpositions 

a.nd symbo.lic trans.lations .. 'lhe former involve mental reo-

rientation, or .rotation ni11 the head", of the spatial layout 

:of a stimu.lus in order to make use of the stimulus,. Typi-

cally, the stimulus is rotated or .inverted t.o match an 

already existing internal representation, a comparsio.n stim-

ulus, or a set of controls. 

The second class of recoding is that of symbol.ic transla-

tion, whereby the subject must alter coding of the inpu·t. 

For exa.mple, cha.ngiug a list of i.nstr,uctions into an inter-

nal spatial network is a form of symbolic tra·nslation .. 

Schedules of bus systems in,clude a spatial network.. They 

represent the actual physical environment .in either a verbal 

or pictorial manner .• 

the environment (how 

In eith,er case, the relationships in 

the streets a.re o~riented to one 

another) a.re .represented .. ~hen the bus system is repre-

sen ted in the form o:f a timetable, a symbolic transla·t.ion is 

necessary.. The potential bu~ passenger must cha.nge the bus 

stops (street names) and buses (bus .numbers) into an inter-

nal spat.ial network .. If i on the other hand, the bus system 
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is represented in the form of a map, and the street names 

and bus numbers are already represented as a spatial net-

work. less recoding is necessary.. The speed and accuracy of 

reading the schedule should .be :improved,. 

Downs and Stea (1977) di£ferenti-

ated between two ways of describing the location of a place .. 

A 11p.rocess description° involves gb1ing directions o.n how to 

get to Point B from Point A .. For example, telling a person 

to go down the road four blocks. take a right at the light, 

and turn left at the gas station in order to get to a 

theater is a process description for the location of a 

place,. A ttstate description° of a p.lace can also be given .. 

This involves desci:ibing the location of a p.lace with refer-

e.nce t.o landJllarks known to the people i.nvolved .. Telling 

someone that the theater is across the street from the Cham-

ber of Commerce, and next to the fire department, 

example of a state description. 

is an 

Wh.ile it is generally possible to generate a process des-

cript~on from a state description, it is often not possible 

to construct a state description from a process description. 

This .is so because a state description requires .knoliledge of 

the spatial layout of an area. ~bile a process description 

does not require such knowledge, r:eguiring only knowledge of 

diroectional cues. Again, an example should clarify this 



point. A person, 

building and next 

(and ind-ee-d must) 

6 

told that the theater is across from one 

t-0 another (a process description), can 

determine which roads to take and where 

and when to turn to get to the theater {a process descrip-

tion).. On the other hand, a person can .be given this latte.r: 

~nforroation and find the theater, while not kno~ing what 

building the theater is near (i.e. a process description 

without a state description)'9 A process description can be 

inferred £.rom a state description, whereas a state descrip-

tion is not implied in giving a process description. 

Factors A£fecting Cogfilive SQalial ~presentation 

Several factors affecting cognitive maps have been inves-

tigated... One 0£ these varia.hles is the familiarity 0£ the 

subject wit.h an area~ 

has indicated that 

For instance, one line of research 

heightened familiarity with an area 

results in .a more detailed and comprehensive cognitiv€ map 

{Beck and Wood, 3976; Devlin, 1976} 4 One study {Devlin, 

1976), focused upon subjects who were .newly located in a 

town of about 40,000. Devlin asked them to draw a map of 

the area on a blank sheet 0£ paper, a£ter they had lived in 

town for about two and a half weeks. About three months 

later they ~ere again asked to draw a map of the ar-ea. The 

latter maps had much more information drawn in, including 
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mo.re .street na.mes, more landmarks, and additional areas. 

The landmarks showing the greatest .increase were function-

ally significant o.nes which were perceptually salient. 

Functionally significant landmarks are those of special 

importance to the subjects: school buildings for students 

and teachers, hospitals for nurses and doctors, restaurants, 

etc.. In other wo.rds, places that are -0f ten used or seen .. 

Another study supports similar conclusions. Specifi-

cally, Beck and 1-Jood (1976) looked at the maps drawn by 

visitors to European cities. 7he maps were collected over a 

perio.d of several days,. Analysis o.f the maps aga.in revealed 

a change over time. Although the changes included sometimes 

progressive and so~etimes degenerative changes in the ele-

ments, there was an overall growth of the system due to the 

increasing amount of detail {differe:n.tiation) on the maps .• 

Another line of research concerning familiarity with an 

area ind.ica tes that people 1 s representations of a familiar 

environment are not truly veridical (Appleyard~ 1970; Byrne, 

1979; Lynch, 1960). These investigators discovered that 

subjects' drawings exhibited the straightening of long gra-

dual curves, the squaring -0£ non-perpendicular intersec-

tions, and the aligning of nonparallel streets (i.e. a sche-

matic representation of the area). 
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Fo;r exa.mple. Appleyard { 1970) analyzed the maps di:avn by 

..ces.iden·ts in Ciudarl Guayana • Venezuela of their local areas 

and the whole city. A broad cross-section of the population 

was i.ncluded.. The most common ·type of error was the distor-

t.ion of the roads.. Appleyard reported that people appeared 

to structure the city in a variety of schematic ways.. .He 

believed ·that it was necessary1 due to the disjointed nature 

o.f street systems 1 to si.mplify the structure by fitting the 

urban knowledge into a coh,,erel}t schema.. The result :was the 

drawing of the meandering roads as straight lines .. 

Appleyard did not specifically tell his subjects whether 

to draw as accurately as possible. or to give a general pic-

ture or schematic. On the other .hand, Byrne (1976) asked 

her subjects to draw the ju.nctiou of ten pairs q.f familiar 

roads, paying particular attention to the a.n9le at which the 

roads .met.. The true angles were 60-70 degrees and 110-120 

degrees .• 

mated a 90 

However, the subjects• dra.w:ings closely appro.xi-

degree angle.. Byrne conc:luded that people use 

representations of .the e.nviroI,lme.nt which rely on the .heuris-

tic ·that junc·tions and turns are based on a right anq.le. and 

that these heuristics are pro~e to bias .• 

Evans (1980) concluded that, due to the influence of pro-

totypic biases, the subjects exh.ihited these systematic dis-

tortio11s of the road ne·twork in their maps .. This research 
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J1as taken as evidence that the internal representation {cog-

nitive 111ap) of an area is distorted in the ways described .. 

However, Evans recognized that th,ere are certain methodolog-

ical p.roblellls. One of these is th~ potential influence of 

experience with using maps a.~d e.xperie:uce drawing maps on 

the accuracy and the complexity of hand-drawn maps,. 

In one study, Dart and PradhaID (1967) compared Nepalese 

and American children in their ability to draw maps. The 

villagers had no experience with maps whereas the Americans 

had at least some experience. The dra~ings reflected this 

difference. The Nepalese children's drawings were sequen-

tial rather than spatial. That is, the maps were drawn, not 

to reflect the environment ace urately, .but to reflect t.he 

order of eleme~ts in the environment {buildings, streams) 

that :are passed when going fccm one place to ano·ther,. Amer-

ican ch~ldren exhibited many more spatial and directional 

cues,. 

These results, in addition to other research (Beck and 

Wood, 1976) indicate that map experience enhances the abil--

i ty of the subject to accurate.ly dra:w the map area.. Thus, 

the distortions in the drawings found in the previously men-

tioned studies may have .heen methodological artifacts,. It 

may be that distortions are the result of inexperience with 

using maps or with .map drawing .. 
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As Golledge ( 1976) pointed out, when a subject is asked 

to sketch or map an area, .both the recall a.nd artistic abil-

.ity of the individual affect the drawing of the map. In 

order to make a meaningful interpretation of a drawn map, 

the nature o:f the geometric transformation from the stored 

environmental knowledge to the external rep.coduction must be 

This applies particularly when attempting to 

extract the metric and geometric information from sketched 

material (e .. g,. the accuracy of road presentation). In prac-

tice, however, a geometric translation is difficult"' 

One of the advantages o.f the map drawing procedure, 

lippleyard pointed out, is that by analyzing the .subjective 

map, iaformation can be obtained about urban perception .. 

Spatial relationships which are very difficult to verbalize 

can be pictured through maps~ However, Appleyard makes 

clear that maps may not directly reflect internal cognitive 

maps,. 

That they (maps) do not indicate visua1 imagery, 
however, makes it important to devise other survey 
methods to fill out exactly how people structure 
their cities,. {p~16),. 

As App1eyard and Golledge acknowledge, the information that 

is included in a map is not necessarily a true reflection of 

the actual internal representatio~. 

The research is fairly consisten·t in indicating that as 

familiarit.:y with a.n area increases. knowledge of the detail 
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of that area also increases. It has not been determined 

whet.her or not ·that information, if included on a 111ap, would 

facilitate the readabilitJ of a map. The present research 

was designed to test this. 

The research investigating the effects of familiarity on 

cognitive maps has gene.rally iuvo.l ved ohtaiui.ng data about 

internal spatial representations from subjects 1 map drawing. 

The studies reviewed suggest that internal representation of 

the external environment may .be exaggerated and distorted in 

that the essential f~atures cf a Bap (i~e- intersections, 

direct.ions of roads) are stressed. However, due to the 

limit at.ions of the drawing methodology, other mo.re indirect 

:wa_ys of determiniug how the environment is inte.r:nalized must 

be performed {Byrne, 1979). The study described in this 

paper investigated the nature of cognitive mapping using an 

alternative .lllethod to map drawing, which was .based upo.u Bai:--

tram 1 s 19 80 study of spatial .information co.mprehension. His 

research atteIDpted to extract 

indirectly¥ as opposed to the 

previous.ly cited research.,. 

internal representations :more 

more direct methods of tile 

Bartram compared four types of bus route presentations: 

two kinds of lists of bus stops (alphabetical and sequen-

tial} and two kinds 0£ map drawings of the bus routes "road" 

and ttsch.ematic .• Of interest to the present discussion are 
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the maps. The road map was an accurate representation of 

the area 1 in which all twists and turns of the roaas were 

portrayed.. The schematic lllap simpli.f ied the crucial spatial 

relations.hips; curved roads we,re straightened and all irre-

levant information ~as excluded. 

On each map were seven bus routes 1 the bus stop names and 

the route num.bers,. 'lhe experimenter pointed to a location 

and named a second location,. The subject was required to 

first point to the destinatio~ 1 and second name the buses he 

would have to use, including transfers, to get there. 

'Ihe results yielded no differences among the four bus 

route presentations for the time it took to point to the 

destination,. The time to deteriiline the correct sequence of 

buses was less for the maps than for the list.. There was 

also a difference betwee11 the two maps,. '.Lhe time to pick 

the correct bus route was faster for the schematic (simpli-

fied) map (15.26 seconds) than for the road (realist~c) map 

(23.26) seconds,. 

Bartra~ interpreted these results to indicate that more 

recoding is necessary to understand the road map than the 

schematic map. According to Bartram, information about 

places and relationships between them is normally repre-

sented internally in a form analogous to a spa·tial network, 

and more specifically 1 in a schematic network,. 
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The subjects .in th.is study were unfami.liar with :the area 

represented by the maps. However, as was mentioned, 

research has indicated that onels cognitive map increases i:n 

detail and specification as the familiarity with the envi-

ronment increases. As has also been suggested, one's cogni-

tive map may also reflect the area more veridically as fam-

iliarity increases,. 

One previous study did compare 

area to subjects unfamiliar with 

subjects familiar with an 

the area along several 

map-reading dimensions;a Spec.ifically, Everett et al (1977) 

detected no relationship between familiarity and perfor-

mance, the latter being measured b_y the seven ratings previ-

ously mentioned. The mean performance scores of the sub-

jects familiar with the city were compared to the subjects 

who were not familiar with the city. yielding no difference 

in scores ... 

However, the .data co.llected in the Everett et al study 

were col1ected on one city. The subjects were either famil-

iar with the area, as determined by self-ratings, or they 

were not... A within-subjects design was used in t11e present 

study. specifically, two different areas ~ere shown to each 

subject, one familiar and one unf a mi.liar 1 and the two areas 

were compared for the same subjects. Everett et al 1 s exper-

iment was a between-subjects study, in whic,b the same area 
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-was compared"' In addition, Everett et al pointed out that 

there vas a relatively small number of subjects possessing 

the moderate to high level o.f familiarity ( 18 percent of the 

total number of subjects). They specifically suggested 

further study with a more balanced sample of subjects. 

It is important to co.!Bpare a familiar with au unfamiliar 

a.cea along these two dimensions of detail and road st.ructu.re 

because a releva.nt contribution will be made toward our 

knowledge of how cognitive mapping differs under differing 

circul!ls-tances,. In addition to providing evidence concer.ning 

ho11 one's environment .is pe.cceived, this research may alter 

the way the external environIDe.nt is portrayed to the map 

reader .. 

Two important variables of cognitive maps have been dis-

cussed: detail and accuracy (or realism). Bartcam's maps 

confounded th-ese two variablesc9 The road map included both 

extra detail and a veridical road network. The schematic 

map not only included a simplified road network, but also 

left -a.11 extra detail out.. The study reported here included 

four maps such that these two variables could be assessed 

independently {see ~able 1). 

Each ~ap included the names of the streets on which the 

bus routes traversed, 

tnemsel ves .. The first 

the bus route numbers, and the roads 

and second map included roads pre-

sented in a veridical manner. 
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Table 1 

The eight maps presented to each of 40 subjects 

Blacksburg London 

Veridical Simplified Veridical Simplified 

Low-Detail One Five Two Six 

High-Detail Three Seven Four Eight 
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Maps three and fou.r dis_pla_yed the roads iit a similar 

fashion (veridical).. These two maps .included several addi-

tional roads, road extensions, and landmarks {i.ncluding 

buildings, parking lots, etc).. .Functio.nally significant 

landmarks, shown by past research (Devlin, 1976) to be 

peceptually salient to people fami.liar with an area (e .. g. 

school buildings), were stressed. 

maps .. 

These can be seen on the 

No extra detail was included on waps five and six.. The 

roads, .however, did not accurately ref.lect their true pro-

perties. That is, curves were straightened, intersections 

were made at or near right angles, and roads were presented 

.more paca.llel than they really were .. 

The final two maps, maps seven and eight, also included 

non-veridical roads: £or these maps the roads were dis-

torted to the degre-e discussed. At the same time, the above 

Ille.ntioned deta.il was included. .La.ndmarks and other points 

of re£erence, even though they we.re not necessary to deter-

mine the correct bus route, were .included .. 

Past research has .revealed that subjects' perfo.rmance on 

a number of perceptual and intellectual tasks was related. 

These st_ylistic tendencies have .been de.signated cogni ti v·e 

styles. Under the broader .label of cognitive style is the 

more specif.ic designation field-dependence-independence, 
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which refers to the ability to overcome an embedding context 

(Witkin et al, 1971). 

Tests for field dependence require the person to separate 

an ~tem from the field---it is necessary to break up a field 

configuration to do this,. It had become apparent that this 

is quite similar to what is required when a subject attempts 

to both locate points on a map and to determine bus r:outes 

between points... The subject must separate the information 

relevant to the solution o.f the task (bus stops and bus 

routes) from the irrelevant information {landmarks, unimpor-

tant .street names, etc}"' 

'The subjects were reguired to complete an additional 

task,, a test designed to measure the test-taker's level of 

field dependence, entitled the Group Embedded .F'igui:es Test 

(GEFT), designed by Oltman, Raskin, and Witkin. It is a 

perceptual task, requiring the person to find a simple fig-

ure, which is embedded into the pattern of a larger, more 

complex, figure. The simple figure is shown on a separate 

page. The subject must trace, in pencil, the simple figure 

o.n the compl.e.x figure. 

Individuals tend to be consistent in their perceptual 

.functioning from test to test .. As reported in Witkin et al 

(1971), field dependence .has .been related to susceptibility 

to illusions, performance in mirr.or-tracing tasks, and an 

auditory-visual conflict situation, among other variables. 
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It was expected that high field-independence would also be 

posit~vely related to the map-solving task described in this 

study. 



METHOD 

~UB~~ 

~he subjects were male and female students froD Virginia 

Tech. It was reguired that the subjects had completed at 

least two-years o.f their studies at Virginia Tech :in order 

to participate in the experiment.. This was necessary to 

ensure that the sutjects were at least somewhat familiar 

with Blacksburg,. The actual Length of time in Blacksburg 

was recorded .. 

APPARATI!§ 

The only mechanical devices used in the experiment were 

two stopwatches, capable of keeping time to a hundredth of a 

second,. 

S'l:IMULU~ !1!1EBIALS 

'T:wo cities were mapped; Blacksburg, where Virginia Tech 

is located, and a.n unfamiliar are.a, based upon a section of 

.London used in Bartra.m 1 s study;. This map was changed con-

siderably to correspond in si2e 1 shape# and complexity to 

the Blacksburg .raap so that it had becoille a fictional city .. 

This area wi.11 still be ref erred to as London,. Bartram used 

a different color for each., route in his "schematictt .map but 

19 
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only one colo.r for all routes .in h.is ".roadn map .. He there-

fore confound-ed color of the bus route with the t_ype of ma_p .. 

The maps that were used in t~is study had the routes desig-

nated b_y nu.mber onl:y, not by color .. Specifically, the maps 

all had .black print on a white background .. In all there 

were the four types of maps pi:eviously described .in Table 1, 

each cit_y having one of each type.. All eight maps (four for 

each city) can be seen in Appendix A .. 

.It .was important that the maps for both cities were of 

similar co.mplexit:y ... I£ not, differences between cities 

cou.ld he due to map complexity., rather than city familiar-

.ity.. T.herefo0re, the .maps were developed to have the .follow-

ing in common: 

1. The maps were .of comparable appearance---same height, 

width, and road layout. 

2 .. Each .had t:he same nulllter of street na.mes ( 35) .. 

34 Each had the same number of bus routes (8). 

4 .. Each .had the same number of bus stops (location 

points) (4.3) .• 

5. Each had the same number of bus route inte.rsections 

(Two bus .routes on the same bus stop) (23) .. 

6a Bach had the same number of intersections served by 

only one bus (20). 
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7. Each had the sa.me number of bus routes with teu stops 

.(1), nine stops (1), eight stops i4), and seven stops (2). 

8.. There were the same number of .bus route designatio:ns 

on each ~ap {66). 

9.. The four maps with high detail each .had the same num-

ber o.f .a.ddi tional streets ~4), additional sections of 

already named streets (5), places (7} , and buildings ( 12) ,. 

'While the ·two cities still d.id not .have identical maps 

(which was not possible) , these ,nine conditions sho·uld have 

ensured that they we.re comparable .. 

Other mate.rials used during the experiment included an 18 

.by 24 inch road map of Black.sburg, Virginia, in which an 

inch .represented 1600 feet, (provided when the subjects were 

asked to locate ·the 10 places in 

naire {as shown i.n Appendix G), 

for each subject)-

PRETEST 

Blacksburg), a question-

and 40 GEFT booklets (one 

To provide for a fair interpretation of the effect of the 

independent variables (familiarity, detail, and road struc-

ture) on the dependent variables, t.he four Blacksburg maps 

were of the same complexity as the fou·r London maps.. If the 

complexity betweer1 t.hese .maps differed, then any di.fferences 

in scores could be attributa.ble to dif·ferences in complexity 
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rather than to the familiarity of the area represented by 

the maps,. To this end, t11e .maps of London were drawn with 

Blacksburg in mind, with the goal that the complexity of the 

road layout be similar between the two. The following pre-

test demonstrated that this was indeed the case. 

The experimental design was a 2 I 2 X 2 factorial. The 

fir.st :factor was that 0£ the familiarity of the city .being 

mapped; a '.familiar city was mapped {Blacksburg, Virginia)" 

as was an unfamiliar city (London, England). The second 

factor was the Eanner in which the roads were presented; the 

road structure.. One level :was the simplification of the 

roads in the ways described {simplified ma.p), the other 

level was non-simplification (more realistic map),. The 

third factor was whether extra detail was included in the 

map---either 

included,. 

ditions .. 

extra detail was present, or it was not 

Thus, there were a total of eight treatment con-

All eight lDaps were presented at one ti.me in a random 

array, to each of 20 volunteer subjects. All writing, road 

names, places, and bus nu1ubers were removed from the eight 

maps to ensure that no bias resulted from knowledge of the 

place n::presented on the map.. (Therefore, in the pretest 

the high-detailed maps included only extra roads and road 

extensions). The subjects were requested to rate each map•s 
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complexity, on a scale of one to seven, one being least com-

plex, seven being most complex. The subjects ~ere told to 

look at all eigl1t maps siroultaneous1-y before making any rat-

ings, and to rate the maps 

comparison to the other maps. 

in terms of their complexity in 

T.hey were also told that the 

same rating may be given to more than one map. The mean 

complexity ratings £or each map can be seen in Table 2m 

A 2 X 2 X 2 analysis of variance on the variables of fam-

iliarity, detail, and road structure revealed that there was 

no main-effect of familiarity---that is, the c01nplexi ty rat-

ings for the four Blacks.burg maps were no different than for 

the four London Naps ac1, 19)=1.12, R=.30). In addition, a 

look at each pa.ir of maps (.familiar vs. unfamiliar) i.ndi-

cated that at each level of the factors of detail and road 

structure, the Blacksburg and London maps were judged to be 

0£ equal complexity. {A Duncan's post hoc comparison was 

used, with a .05 significance level). The other two main 

effects were also tested by the analysis of variance. 

Fi.rst, as e.xpected, the four high-detailed .maps, those 

including extra roads, were seen as ~ore 

four .low-detailed maps (5 .. 20 vs.. 3 .. 01; 

complex than the 

1:(1, 19)=175 .• 53, 

.£«.01).. Secondly, as also expected, :was the result that 

veridical maps, those including al.l twists and curves in 

roads, were rated as significantly more complex than simpli-
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Table 2 

Mean rating of each map's complexity, 
(1 = least complex, 7 = most complex) 

Road Structure Detail Blacks12_urg 

* Low 3.35 = 
Veridical 

6.05 
-l(-

High = 

* Low 2.55 = 
Simplified 

High 4.75 * = 

Total (I1ean) 4.18 * = 

* p:>.05 

London 

3.60 

5,55 

2.55 

4. 75 

4.04 
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tied maps (4.64 vs. 3.57; f (1, 19)=21.47, R<-01). There 

were no significant interactions .between the three factors. 

The present experiment was performed in part to determine 

whether the more co.mplex maps, in terms of detail and road 

structure, aided or hindered map Ieadi:ng. this finding to be 

related to tl1e subjects• internal representation of the 

map's area, and familiarity of the area. These complexity 

results were used to help explain the results of the experi-

ment .. 

J2~SIG1! 

A 2 .X 2 X 2 factorial design fllas emplo_yed, with the same 

three £actors as in ·the pretest (Familiarity X Detail X Road 

Structure) .• 

tions .. 

Thus, there were again eight treatment condi-

40 subjects were presented each of the eight maps, making 

the experiment completely within su.bjects'9 There were two 

very im_portan·t ad vantages to this,. The first ad vantage was 

that subject di:ff er enc es did not mask t.rue differences bet-

ween experimental conditions. ~hen comparing the results 

between maps 1 only the differences between the maps them-

selves contributed to differences in scores, since each sub-

ject was tested with each map. If the subjects were tested 

lilith only one of the two cities or only one o.f the four 
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kinds of maps, the subjects would be different when compar-

ing results across cities, or across maps, respectively. 

A second advantage was that by presenting all eight maps, 

the subjects should not have become accustomed to any one of 

the maps. If only two or only four of the maps had been 

presented, several trials with each, the subject would 

li.kely have become fam.i1iar with the maps, artificia.11y 

improving his/her score. 

A modified Latin Squares design with randomized blocks 

was used to counterbalance the order of presentation of the 

trials ·to ensure that there was not a trial order effect,. 

This design can be seen in .Appendix B"' This particular 

design was chosen so that one 0£ each bl-0ck of eight sub-

jects 11ould receive a differe.nt order of the eight maps.. In 

addition., this design ensured that each raap fallowed every 

other map £our times al)d .Preceded every other map four 

times,. In this wa1, any possible map order effect s.hould 

not have biased the results. 

PROCEDURE 

In individual sessions, 

one of the eight maps and 

the subjects were presented ~ith 

were told that it represented a 

bus route system for either Blacksburg or an unfamiliar 

city. They were given a pair of locations, the departure 
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point and destinatiou o.f a bus trip, printed at the top of 

the page, and told that they must find and indicate these 

t~o points by marking the map. In addition, the subjects 

were asked to indicate the bus route one would need to use 

to get from the departure point to th,e destination, again by 

marki.ng on the map their response by drawing the .bus route, 

as well as writing down the bus number ne.xt to the map.. It 

~as also made clear that one could travel between two immed-

iate points only if the same bus stopped at those tMo 

points,. The actual inst.ructions, which the experimenter 

read out loud while the subject read silently, are shown in 

Appendix c .. 
Both stopwatches were started when the subject was given 

a map with the two intersections written at the top of the 

page,. flhen tlio i.nte.rsections had been circled by the sub-

ject, the experimenter steppe~ the first stopwatch, the sec-

ond watch sti11 running. This time was considered location 

time... The subject then immediately determined the .bus route 

to be taken, again marking his/her response .by drawing the 

route on the map, as well as writing down the bus numbers 

next to the map. ihen this was completed, the second stop-

watch was turned off... This total time minus location time 

was the time the subject took to determine a bus route. The 

map was then ta.ke11 from the subject, and the next map was 
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presented'" {The subjects were told to work as quickly as 

possible, but to try to minimize errors} .• 

One practice trial was performed using a completely di.f-

f eren t map, but simpler than those used during the actual 

experiment (see App€ndix D).. After each trial, the map was 

taken away and a new one presented, with a new task. In 

all, there were tvo trials for each map, for a total of 16 

trials. The 16 pairs of intersections are shown in Appendix 

.E,. 

It was necessary that the eight pairs of intersections 

selected for each familiarity area be of equal difficulty. 

To do this, intersectioµs were chosen such that the most 

optimal route, as defined by the number of buses between the 

two intersections, were the same for both sets 0£ intersec-

tions .• Thus, each area had the same number of pairs of 

intersections in ~hich the most optimal bus route included 

two .buses (1), and three buses {7}, for a total o.f 23 buses. 

In addition, the total number of bus stops used for each of 

the eight routes was 6.3"' Therefore, any differences between 

familiar areas are due to the different routes chosen by the 

subjects, not the intersections presented by the experimen-

ter. 

After the sixteent.h trial had been completed, the sub-

jects were asked to rank order the four Blacksburg maps and 
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the four London map.s (the ord€r of city pre.sen te:d rando.mly}, 

according to pre.ference of use .for the city repre.se.rrted.. In 

addition, possible differences or similarities between pre-

ferences for a £amiliar and an unfamiliar area were 

recorded .. 

After rating the maps, subj.ects were shown a road :nap of 

Blacksburg. Ten places in B.lacksburg were 111eutioned o.rally 

to the subject, one at a ·time'- The ten places were chosen 

such that all sections of Blacksburg were represented 

(north, south, east, and west). The subject was asked to 

point to the place 1 s location if known, or to tell the 

experimenter that the place's location was unknown.. If the 

subject pointed to within approximately one-half o.f t.he 

location on the map (800 feet in real distance), it was 

scored as a positive location, this number (0-10 places) 

treated as a continuous variablea This .measure of the nu.m-

ber o.f correct places located in Blacksburg was obtained ·to 

provide a second measure of familiarity with Blacksburg---

an independent measure of familiarity to the length of resi-

dence (see Appendix F for the 10 places). 

A questionnaire was given to the subjects (as shown in 

Appendix G), designed tQ obtain i,nforma tion pertaining to 

the experiment.. lhe subjects .reported their fam.iliar:ity 

with bus schedules, their fa·miJ.iarity with the area of 
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Blacksburg represented on the map, their believed familiar-

ity w.ith the area represented .from the strange city, and how 

long they have lived in Blacks.burg~ In .addition, the sub-

jects reported their most freguent IDode of transportation 

around Blacksburg .. 

The .last task the subjects co.rnpleted was the booklet of 

the em.bedded-figures test. T.here were a total of nine prac-

tice trials (including 2 examples) with the next two sets of 

nine counting toliard the total. on the basis of this test, 

each subject was given a field dependent score, 0-18, which, 

like the nuIDber of places located, was treated as a continu-

ous variable. 

one hour .. 

The entire session to-0k from 45 minutes to 



.RESULTS 

DEPENDENT l!JiASURE.§ 

The experiment involved basically two tasks. The .first 

task required the subject to locate and circle two intersec-

tions on a road map of a bus schedule. There were two 

dependent variables measuring performance o.f this pa.ct of 

the eiperiment. ODe was the time the subject took to com-

plete this task. The second was the number 0£ intersections 

correctly located,. 

The second task 0£ the experiment required the subject to 

determine a bus ruute which would allow the subject to 

travel between bro particular intersections, and write down 

the bus numbers. The time to complete this task was 

obtained. Additionally, two dependent variab1es mEasured 

the efficiency of the bus route chosen by the subject: 1) 

the number of bus stops 2) the number of buses~ Greater 

e.fficieucy was defined as traveling betwee11 the two inter-

sections in the shortest possib.le numbe.r of bus stops and 

buses,. Refer to Table 3 for an outline of the definitions 

of the dependent variables .. 

Five subjects were included for each of the eight orders 

of map presentation determined by the Latin Square design 

used in this experiment. It 1Was therefore possible to test 

31 
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Table J 

The five dependent variables 

I. J,ocating Two Intersections 

1. Time: Time to locate the two intersections 
(location time). 

2. Accuracy: Number of intersections located correctly, 
per map (0, 1, or 2). 

II. Determining Bus Route 

1. Time: Time to determine bus route between the two 
intersections (bus route time). 

2. Efficiency: a. Number of bus stops in the bus route 
selected by the subject, including 
departure and destination bus stops. 

b. Number of buses in the bus route ---selected by the subject---how many 
different buses were used to travel 
from the departure intersection to 
the destination intersection. 
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for order ef.f ects,. A one-way analysis of variance was run 

on each of the five dependent varia.bles.. The independent 

£actor was map order, the eight orders being the eight lev-

els o.f that factor.. For Each dependent variable.. the 

results indicated ~hat there were no main effects of order 

for any dependen·t var.iable (all fs (7, 32} yielding .ES> .. 05) .. 

The Latin Square de.sign was therefore effective in counter-

balancing the order of map presentation. 

~ of Error 

A total of 640 obs.erva tion.s were obtained (40 subjects X 

8 maps X 2 trials).. For 81 of t.hese trials, the subject 

would not reach the dest.inatio.n given to him/her using the 

bus route that s/he had drawn. There were two sources of 

this error, defined as follows: 1) the subject circled at 

least one wrong intersection (69 tri.als) and .2) t.he drawn 

bus route used a road untravelled by a bus {12 trials). 

When either of these errors occurred (L.e .• the subject would 

not reach the destination given to him/her by using that bus 

route), i:t was labelled a des·tination error .. 

No scores were obtainable for the tifo efficiency measures 

0£ number of bus stops and number 0£ buses in the bus route 

when a destination e:rror }lad occurred, .because thexe was .no 

correct bus route between the two intersections~ The two 
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time measures were still obtained, although for incorrect 

routes only.. These times could only be inc.l:uded if it was 

shown that they were not sig.nificantly different ·than t.he 

·times obtained on the rest of the trials. A t-test compar-

ing the times for the 81 eri:oneous ·trials with the 559 oth-

ers indicated that both locating the inte·rsections a.nd det-

ermining a .bus route took a significantly greater time for 

the erroneous trials than for the trials with no destination 

errors (!(80, 558}=4.30, 12< .. 01, !{80, :558)=2 .. 20, 12< ... 0S, res-

pectively. There.fore, the trials o~ which a destination 

er.ror occurred we.re eliminated fro,m f u.rther analysis. 

A second type 0£ error occurred when the subject located 

both intersections co.rrectly and had a correct bus route 

drawn on the map {the route would success.fully take the sub-

ject from the departure point to the destination point), but 

the bus numbers which were written down were incorrect. 

T.hat is., the b•us num.bers associated with t.he drawn route 

we.re different from the bus numbers the subject wrote next 

to the map.. T.his was ·termed a trans.lat.ion error, of wh:ic.h 

there were 64. This type of error did not necessitate 

exclusion of the data for that trial because the bus route, 

as drawn by t.he subject, was correct.. The error was in the 

translation of the drawn bus route to a ~ritten form. 
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As already mentioned, there were two kinds of errors made 

during the location of the street intersections and the det-

ermination of the bus route: destination errors and trans-

lation erro.rs,. ~he distribution of these errors, ac.ross 

maps, is shown in Ta.ble 4 .. 

A chi-square one-sample tes·t was performed on each set of 

errors. .For destination errors, the chi-square indicated 

significant effects of familiarity (!2 (1) =13 .. 44, .,E<. 01) and 

road structure a2(1)=11.86, p<.Q1), but not detail. The 

London maps (the un.fam:iliar a:rea) resulteii in more destina-

tion errors than the Blacksburg .maps (the famili.ar area), 

and the simplified maps resulted in more destination errors 

than the veridical maps. 

The chi-square test performed on the t.ra.nslation data 

yielded no significant map effects. However, the number of 

translation errors for each map vas not the number of times 

out of 80 .maps that the e:cror occurred, as was the case with 

the destination errors, since no maps with destination 

errors could be used to IDeasure translation errors·. Each 

map had a different number of triais from which to count the 

number of translation errors .. Therefore, it is possible 

that fewec errors were counted for some maps because the.re 

were fe·wer trials to choose from, and not because of t.he 

nature of the map itself- This may have masked true differ-
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Table 4 

Distribution of destination errors and translation errors 
(both actual numbers and percentage) for each map 

at both familiarity ares 

Road Structure: 

Detail: 

Area 
Destination Familiar 
Error: Unfamiliar 

Total 

Translation Familiar 
E..'rror: Unfamiliar 
(Number) Total 

Translation Familiar 
Error Unfamiliar 
(Percentage) Total 

Veridical Simplified 

Low High Low High 

3 7 9 5 
5 10 22 20 
8 17 31 25 

6 7 7 5 
7 13 10 9 

13 20 17 14 

7,79 9,59 9.86 6.66 
9,33 18.57 17.24 15.00 

19.05 31.75 J4.69 25,45 

Total 
24 
57 
81 

25 
39 
64 

39.06 
60. 94 

100.00 
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ences betveen maps. To account for this, a chi-square ana-

lysis was also performed on adjusted data in which the num-

ber of errors "Was converted to a percentage, using the fol-

lowing equation: 

number of errors 
x 100 

number of opportunities 

Using thls set of data (also shown in Table 4), there was a 

significant main effect of .fami.1.iarity (_!2(1)=9 .• 57, 

E<· 01)---there were more translation errors for the unfamil-

iar maps t11an the familiar maps,. 

ANALYSIS Ql VABIANCE 

The means and standard deviations for the five dependent 

variables, determined for each map, are displayed in Table 

The means exclude the en::oneous trials .. Because there 

was missing data for all but three subjects, the computer 

program could no·t perf o.Lm an analysis of variance {ANOVA) on 

the dependent .measures .. Therefore, the ANOVA was run two 

ways, both of which involved the substitution of missing 

scores to allow the analysis to be per.for.med,. Each map was 

presented twice to each subject. Therefore it was possible 

for one ANOVA to use the score for one trial to estimate the 

score for the other tr.ial. Forty-nine times th€ t.cial 1 

score was used as the trial 2 score and 32 times the trial 2 
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score was used to estimate the trial 1 score. In nine 

instances where hoth trials were unusable, the cell mean was 

used to fill in the blanks,. In this way an estimate o.f the 

trial order effect could still be obtained. 

The second ANOVA sacrificed the study of trial effects 

for the possible greater accuracy of the interpretation of 

the three other independent variables of familiarity, 

detail, and road structure. In this case, the .mean of trial 

1 and trial 2 was used as the score if neither trials were 

excluded'9 If one of the tlijo trials was excluded, thtn the 

score .for the trial with no blank was used.. Again, nine 

cell means were used when both tr ia.ls were excluded .. 

Using the first al ternat.ivt?, only the location times and 

the bus route times showed any effect of t.cial, eitl1er as a 

main effect or as an interaction with any of the factors,. 

When the other three dependent variables wez:e analyzed, the 

two sets 0£ data yielded the same pattern of results. 

Therefore, for the two time measu_res, both analyses are dis-

cussed, while for the other three measures, onl_y the ANOVA 

with the trial order excluded as a factor was considered. 

The data including trial as a factor is referred to as bet-

ween trials data., and the data using the :mean of both trials 

is referred to as across trials data. The sumIDary tables of 

the seven ANOVAS are presented in Appendix H. 



Table 5 

Mean and standard deviation for dependent measures, for each map and total 

Familiarity: Familiar Unfamiliar 

Road Structure: Veridical Simplified Veridical Simplified 

Detail: Low .High Low High Low High Low High Number Total 

Location Time: Mean 
St. Dev. 

Number of Mean 
Intersectionst St. Dev. 

Bus Route 
Time: 

Number of 
Bus Stops: 

Number of 
Buses: 

Mean 
St. Dev. 

Mean 
St. Dev. 

Mean 
St. Dev. 

b Number 

17.98 24.98 
6.67 12.83 

1.96 1.97 
.19 .16 

21.25 28.69 
9.84 16.35 

8.08 8.42 
.61 1.28 

2.91 3.07 
.41 . .56 

76 72 

21.14 30.13 26.27 
8.30 17.95 13.91 

1.90 1.99 1.95 
.34 .11 .22 

26.95 27.78 27.03 
21.44 18.69 13.69 

8.47 7.99 8.J9 
1.20 ,93 1.04 

3.08 3.05 3.12 
.71 . .56 1.00 

72 76 7.5 

a The number could be either O, 1, or 2. 

41.69 34.31 40.89 559 
28.98 17.54 22.56 

1.92 1. 71 1.72 559 
.27 ,53 .53 

34.75 J0.77 34.40 640 
2J.87 19.69 16.88 

8.41 8.19 8.57 559 
1.07 .66 .83 

J.31 3.33 3.13 559 
1.02 .76 . 9.5 

70 .58 60 

b The intersection score, being based on the number of intersections 
correctly identified on each map, includes 80 observations per map 

29.16 
18.96 

1.89 
.J4 

28.69 
18.27 

8.31 
1.00 

J.12 
,77 

\..,.) 

'° 
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Location of Intersections 

Locati.Ql! Time---Between Tria.ls J2ilI! There was a trial 

order main effect (f=13 .. 85, _E<.01), trial 2 yielding shorter-

latencies than trial 1. The ANOVA for location time indi-

cated that the t~o factors of familiarity and road structure 

both had significant main effects: subjects read familiar 

maps more quic,k1y th.an unfam.i.liar maps (1 (1, 39)-=111'9 34, 

_.e< .. 01), aud veridical maps were more readable than simpli-

f.ied maps (.~1, 39)-=7 .. 71, £<,.01),. There was also a signifi-

cant Trial X Detail i.nteraction (1 ( 1, 39) =5 .. 53, E<· 05) .. 

Analysis 0£ the effect of detail at both levels 0£ the trial 

factor ~ separate ANCVl at both trial 1 and trial 2) deter-

mined that at both trials, the maps with low detail resulted 

in shorter locating times than the maps high in detail {f (1, 

39)=44.19, f{1, 39)=21,.88, respectively, ..es<.01). This 

indicates that at trial 1, the difference between high-de-

tailed and low-detailed maps was greater than at trial 2, 

but there was still a mair11-effect of detai.l, regardless of 

the trial order. Figure 1 illustrates the shorter location 

times f o.r trial 2 tha.n trial 1, for the unfamiliar area than 

the familiar area, and £or the veridical and low-detailed 

IDaps than for the simplified and high-detailed maps. 

Location Time---!g2.§2 Trials Data Again, ther€ were main 

ef.fects for familia:rity, doe tail, and road structure Cf {1, 
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39) =102.09. £: ( 1, 39)=53 • .56, I (1., 39) =5,. 35, respectively, all 

J!s<..O t. There was a significant t.hree-way interaction using 

the across trials data U: {1, 39}=4,. 73, 12< .. 05). Analysis o.f 

the means determined the source o.f the significant three-iiay 

interaction. ANOVAS £or the familiar area indicated that a 

simplified road structure yielded longer times than a verid-

ical layout of roads for .both .lo:w-d<.:tail and .high-detail 

maps ([(1, 39)=9.89, R<-01, f {1, 39)=4.52, £<.OS, respec-

tively). However, for tbe unfamiliar area, while a siIDpli-

fied :c:oad st.ructure iias agai·I! slover than a veridical road 

structure at low-detail (J(l, 39)=10.22, R<-01), there was 

no dif:ferEnce at high-detailed maps .. 

be seen in figure 2. 

This relationship can 

Number of Co~! Inte.ts§ction~ Figure 3 shows all scores 

for the nu:mber of correct intersections loca·ted, the perfor-

mance variable obtained for ·the first ·task of the experi-

ment.. There was· an overall .main effect of £amiliari ty (f (1, 

39):23.09, £<.01), as well as road structure (f(1, 

39)=19.78, R<-01). The significant interaction bet~een fam-

iliarity and road structure (.£:(1, 39)=18 .. 65, 12< .. 01), indi-

cated that the main effect of road st.:r:uc·ture was due to the 

data for the unfamiliar area; veridical maps resulted .in 

more intersections correctly identified than simplified maps 

fort.he un.familiar area (!(1, 39)=20 .. 68, .,E< .. 01), but no-t .for 

the fa.mi liar area (:.E>• 05) .. 
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Determinatio.n of Bus Boute 

Bus Route Time--Between Trials ~ The times for the 

factors of familiarity., detai.l, and road structure., for both 

trial 1 and 2, are s.hown in Figure 4. Tbe ANOVA on this 

data resulted· in main ef.fects for trial {t.ria.l 1 greater 

time than trial 2, l(1, 39J=40.37, 

(unfamiliar greater than familiar, f(1., 39)=.27"'32, £<.01) 

and detail (hig.h-detail gn:ater than .low-detail, !: ( 1, 

39)=10.99, £<-01). .Road structure was marginally sign if i-

cant (veridical greater than si~plified., 1(1, 39)=4.07, 

_£= .. 051).. None of the interactions ·were significa.n-t .. 

Trials Data The ANOVA ---- --- using the 

mean data a.lso yielded significant main effects of familiar-

ity (.~(1, 39)=26 .. 53, 12< .. 01), detail f{1, 39)=10 .. 11, 12<,.01), 

and road stxucture (f {1, 39)=4.33., £<~01), with no signifi-

caut interact.ions {,f> .. 05),. 'Ihe times a.re displayed in Fig-

ure 5, a.nd show that fami:lia.r: a.reas yielded shorter times 

than unfamiliar areas, low-detail maps yielded shorter times 

than high-detail maps, and veridical maps yielded shorter 

t.imes than simplified maps .• 

Numhe.r of ~~ ~to.E_§ The number of .bus stops for each 

1eve1 of each factor is depicted in Pigure 6, which illus-

trates the significant Familiarity X Detail X Road structure 

interaction (!(1~ 39)=7.71, £<.01i. An ANOVA of the simple 
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interaction of detail and road· structure, one each for the 

f allliliar and un:fami.liar areas<? yielded a signi.ficant Detail 

X Road structure .interaction for the .familiar area (l'. ( 1, 

39)=7.73, R<-01), but not for the unfamiliar area. An ana-

lysis of the simple main effects (i.e. an ANOVA, at each 

level of detail for B1ack.s.bm:g) indicated that veridical 

maps resulted in a route using less bus stops than simpli-

fied maps for low-detailed maps, and an opposite pattern of 

results £or high-detailed maps f(1, 39)=5.14, Z{1, 39)=4.22, 

respectively, ,£S<-05).. T.here were no other significant 

e.ffects .. 

Number 2.! Buse§ For the measure of number of buses in the 

bus route, the.i:e was only a main effect of familiarity 

(f=9 .. 80, ,£< .. 01).,,. .. there were more buses for the unfamiliar 

maps than the familiar maps. 

are displayed in Figure 7. 

The scores for this variable 

COiUlEgllQJ.!2 AMONG ]HEND.fil!l ..YA]!ABLE~ 

Correlations were determined between the dependent varia-

bles to see how a subject 1 s score for one variable was 

re.lated to his score on a.nothe.r variable (see Table 6}.. To 

do this, a subject 1 s mean score (across all maps and trials) 

was obtained, .for all five variables.. There.fore, each cor-

relation inc.luded 40 scores (40 subjects), and an estimate 
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of the relationship .bet:ween a su.bject 1 s ran.king on one 

variable and his/her r-anki11g on a .second varia.ble was 

obtained .. 

The measures :for locating the inter.sections were location 

time and number of inte:r:sections located correc·tly.. The 

location t.i-mes -were only .for trials in which no destination 

error was made, whereas all trials were used for the number 

of intersections correctly located, either zero, one, or 

two.. The two measures, .location time and number of correct 

intersections 1ocated correlated significantly {r=-.34, 

_E< .. 05). 

'the measures for determination of a .bus route were bus 

route time and ·the two e.fficienc_y measures of .number of bus 

stops and number of buses i~ the bus route chosen by the 

subject .. While bus route ti.me was not correlated with 

either efficiency measure, the two efficiency .measures were 

themselves correlated (r=.43, R<-01) 1 indicating that the 

chosen bus route tended to be either effic:ient or ineffi-

c.ient in terms of both number of bus stops and num-ber of 

.buses in the route .. 

The two time measures 

(r-= .. 4-8, _E< .. Ol).. That is, 

was related to skil.l a-t 

these two intersections. 

were significantly correlated 

skill at locating intersections 

determining a bus route between 

The location time correlated with 



Table 6 

Correlations, and their probabilites, between dependent variables 

Location Number of Correct Bus Route Number of 
Time Intersections Time Bus Stops 

Location r -.44 .48 .J4 
Time p .00 .oo .OJ 

Number of Correct r -.35 -.15 
Intersections p .03 .35 

Bus Route r .21 
Time p .18 

Number of r 
Bus Stops p 

Number of r 
Buses p 

r = correlation 
p = probability>l:rf 

Number of 
Buses 

.07 

.65 

-.OJ 
.87 

.18 

.27 

.43 

.00 

\..)< 
N 
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the number 0£ .bus stops measure {r=,.34, .£< .. OS) 1 but not num-

ber of buses (r=.07, E>--05). The other location measure, 

number o.f inte.rsections correctly located was not signifi-

cantly correlated with either of the efficiency .measures .. 

Finally, bus route time correlated with the number of 

intersections correctly circled (r=-.35, 2<-05)~ Thus, both 

speed at locating places on the map and speed at determining 

a bus route were related to the accuracy o:f locating places 

on the map .. 

FAM!1!!]!!1 WITH BLACKSBURG, .J&l!DON, AND BUS SCHEDULES 

Included on the questionnaire were two questions d€signed 

to measure the subject 1 s kn011ledge of Blacksburg: length of 

residence in Blacks.burg, and the subject• s sel.f assessment 

of his/her familiarity with Blacksburg. Table 7 displays 

statistics .for all five guestions.. Also, the number of cor-

rect places located in Blacksbu.rg was used as a familiarity 

measure .. 

Table 7 shows that .mo:re than three-.fourt11s 0£ the sub-

jects either walked or drove around Blacksburg for t.he 

majority of their travel, and travel was equally divided 

between these two modes (16 subjects each),. All but three 

of the subjects had lived in .Blacks.burg between one year and 

ten months, and :fou:c: years, a range of 26 months .• The res-
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Table 7 

Statistics for questionnaire responses 

Usual method of travel around Blacksburg? 

Method of Travel 
automobile: 
walking: 
bicycle: 
could not decide: 
motorcycle: 

Number of Responses 
16 
16 
5 
2 
1 

Hean Standard Deviation Range 

Bus schedule use? 2.12 1.20 1-6 

Familiarity with Blacksburg? 4.50 1.19 1-7 

Familiarity with London? 2.20 1.30 1-7 

Months in Blacksburg? 31-1-.20 14.72 22-108 

Distribution of subjects in length of residence categories: 

22-24 Mo. 
14 

25-36 :Mo. 

16 
Greater Than 48 Mo. 

3 

Note: Bus schedule use and familiarity were rated on a scale 
of 1 to 7, with 1 equal to least use or familiarity 
and 7 equal to most use or familiarity. 
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ponses to the other three guestions were all of similar var-

iability, but the average response was noticeably different 

between the two familiarity questions, the subjects being 

more familiar with Blacksburg than London, as expected 

(!(39}=7 .. 47, 2< .. 01). The su.bjects indicated ver.y little 

past bus schedule use, their rating of past use being 

slightly lower than even the rating .for familiarity with 

Londo.n .. 

The subjects• rating of their own familiarity with 

Blacksburg was signi£icantly corI.:elated with both of the 

objective measures, time in Rlacksbu~g {r=.36, 2<-0~ and 

number of places correctly located (r= .. 49, .E<-01),. 

All three measures were obtained to determine any 

e£fects, if any, these factors may have had on the dependent 

variables~ Since these are measures of famlliarity with 

Blacksburg, only the scores ±or the Blacksburg maps contri-

buted to the dependent variables. The mean dependent varia-

ble score of the eight Blacksburg trials, for each subject, 

was used so that the relationsh~p between a subject 1 s rank-

ing on each dependent variable, and his ranking on each fam-

iliarity measure could be obtained. There were a total of 

15 correlations (see Table 8): five dependent variables X 

three familiarity ratings.. Despite the positive correla-

tions among the three familiari·ty measures, only two of the 
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15 corre.lations were statistically significant, and only 

marginal.ly so,. These were correlation of the nuBber of bus 

stops with the number of places located in Blacksburg 

(r-= .. 33, £=.036) and the correlation between the number of 

buses and length of residence in Blacksburg (r= .• 31, 2=. 053}. 

One other approach to evaluating the effect of familiar-

ity with Blacksburg on the dependent variables was to cate-

gorize the subjects according to familiarity as operation-

ally defined by the three familiarity measures. The 

subjects :were divided into high, medium, and low familiarity 

groups .• The breakdown for eacb level of the three measures 

was as fol.lows: 

Length of Residence in Blacksburg---High-----16 subjects 
Medium---12 subjects 
Low------12 su.bjects 

:E'amiliarity with Blacksburg---... ------High-----17 subjects 
Medium---17 subjects 
Low-------6 subjects 

Locating Places in Blacksbu.rg-------Righ----14 subjects 
MediuID---16 subjects 
Low------1-0 subjects 

This was the optimal breakdown of the subjects, given the 

limitation of many identical scores .. There were no differ-

ences between the high, medium, and low groups for .any of 

the three familiarity measures (.£>.. 05) 

'The subject's own rating ·Of his/her possible familiarity 

with the section of London displayed ~as also obtained to 



Table 3 

Correlations, and their probabilities, between dependent variables and familiarity measures 

Residence in Familiarity With Number of Places Familiarity With 
Blacksburg Blacksburg Located on Map London 

Location r -.07 -.28 -.17 .57 
Time p .67 .08 .29 ,73 

Number of Correct r -.16 .13 .27 -.10 
Intersections p ,33 .42 .09 .56 
Bus Route r .25 .01 .04 ,35 \.}\ Time p .12 .97 .82 .03 ""'1 

Number of r .09 .JO ,33 .17 
Bus Stops p .59 .06 .04 .29 

Number of r -.31 .04 .02 .35 
Buses p .05 .82 .89 .03 

r = correlation 
p = probability r 
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see i.f there was a:ny perceived familiarity with ·the London 

area 1 or the road layout of the area. Interestingly, this 

estimate of £amiliarity with London Yas significantly corre-

lated ~ith bus route time (r=.35, 2<.05) and with the number 

of buses in the bus route (r=.35, .E<.05). 

The subjects 1 professed faniliarity with bus schedules 

was not correlated with any of the five dependent variables 

(_E> .. 05)"' 

METl!.Q.Q .QI TRAVEL 

A fifth guestion included on the questionnaire asked the 

subject to indicate his/her most often used met.hod of trans-

portation around Blacksburg (see Table 7 for a distribution 

of the responses). 

and 16 indicated 

Of the 40 replies, 16 indicated walking 

the automobile .. Since none of the other 

transportation alternatives included .more than five sub-

jects, walking and driving subjects were compared to see if 

there were any di ff erence.s. A t-test was per.formed compar·-

~ng these tMo groups cf subjects on the five dependent vari-

ables.. Only Blacksburg data tJas used, since the method of 

travel relates only to Blacksburg. 

Only the time ·to detE;rmine the bus route was sign.if i-

cantly different between the tvo groups of subjects (t=2.80, 

£< .. 01).. The mean time for those who travel by car was 
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greater than the 111ean time fo.r those who ~alk (28 .. 23 vs. 

22.·14). 

These two modes of travel were also compared along the 

three dimensions o.f familiarity with Blacks.burg: numbe.r of 

places located, self-reported :familiarity with Elacksbu.rg, 

and length of residence ill. .Blacksburg. The forme:r: two tests 

involving measures of familiarity were significant 

(!(15)=2.18, £<.OS, 1(15)=3.06, E<-01, respectively)G That 

is, the mean number of places located •as greater by drivers 

than by walkers (7.31 vs.. 6 .• 12), and drivers reported a 

greater £am:i.liarity with Blacksburg than did walkers (5 .. 00 

vs. 3.94). 

M!f PREFERENCE 

T.he subj.eels were requested to indicate their preference 

of maps, for both :fami.l.iarity levels, Blacksburg and London, 

by ra11k ordering t.h.e four maps for eac.h location {See Table 

9 for the .means and standard deviations o,f their choices) ,. 

There rte.re significant di ff er<Ernces between their choices, as 

determined by an ANOV.A o~ tl~e dependent variab.le of rank, 

for both the four Blacksburg (familiar) maps <l (3, 

36)=12.08, R<~01) and the four London (unfamiliar) maps 

(£(3, 39)=7.29, £< .. 01).. The specific di.ffE!.rences responsi-

ble for ·the main effects vere studied by using the Duncan 
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post hoc test (.05 significant level). For the familiar 

area, both tbe veridical roaps (high-detailed and low-de-

tailed were signi_ficantly more pre£erred than both simpli-

fied maps (again both higl_i-detailed and low-detailed) • For 

the unfamiliar area of Loudon, the ve.ridical low-de-tailed 

map was more preferred t.ban both veridical maps {high-de-

t-ailed and low-detailed) , while t.he veridica.1 high-detailed 

map was .more preferred th.an only ·the simplified higll-de-

ta:iled map .. 

F !fil& .QHENDENCE 

The last set of data obtained from the subjects was a 

IDeasure of their field dependence, their score on the Group 

Embedded Figures '!est (GEFT), w.hich was the number of fig-

ures outlined correctly. Field dependence was considered a 

continuous variable, where the higher the number, the higher 

the subject 2 s field independe,:nce .. 

'I'he GEFT score was correlated wi t.h the .five dependent 

variables to see if field <lependence was re.lated to a~bility 

to use the map,. It was correlated w.ith both location :mea-

sures, location time (r-=- .. 34, _E<.05) and number of intersec-

tions correctl . .Y circled (.r=. 37, _E«. 05) ,. The GE.FT score vas 

not correlated with any of the measures for bus route deter-

minatio.n ... 
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Table 9 

Mean and standard deviation of subjects' preference among the 
four maps representing a familiar h.nd an unfamiliar area 

Road Structure Veridical Simplified 

Detail Low High Low High 

Area 
fr'amiliar Mean 1.92 2.13 2.88 J.07 

Standard Deviation ,92 1.16 1.09 .89 

Unfamiliar Hean 1.95 2.35 2.70 3.00 
Standard Deviation .90 1.19 1.16 .96 
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As with the three familiarity measures, the subjects were 

divided into three .levels according to their GEFT scores .. 

Fifteen subjects ~ere placed in a high GEFT category, 12 in 

a medium category, and 13 in a low category. An ABOVA was 

then performed on the dependent measures, comparing scores 

for the high1 medium, and lo~ GEFT groups. Only the loca-

tion time resulted in a significant main effect {f (2, 

37)=3.44, R<905). A Duncan post hoc test ~t .05 probabil-

ity) revealed that the time for the subjects rated field 

dependent was significantly greater than the time for sub-

jects rated as having a moderate amount of field dependence 

{32.56 vs. 25.57), but was not significantly different from 

the scores fo.r subjects rated as field independent,. 

The subjects' GEFT score was also correlated with the 

number o:f errors that were made, both destination and trans-

lation, in order to determine ~hether subjects low in field 

dependence committed mo.re errors than subjects high in field 

dependencem The field dependence score was significantly 

correlated w_ith the number of destination errors (r=. 50, 

.E< .. 01), although not with the number of translation e.i:rors. 



DISCUSSION 

PRACT.ICAL .UlPLICATIONS .OF MAP FACTO,R2 

The t~me to locate th~ iqtersections, and the time to 

determine a bus route huth decreased from trial 1 to tria.1 

2. This means that increased familiarity with the rnap.s 

resulted in shorter- 111ap reading times,. However 1 practice 

did not ~ncrease the accuracy of locating the intersections. 

Therefore, some other means, other than practice, must be 

chosen to increase the accuracy 0£ locating points on a map, 

such as changing the road structure or detail included on 

the map. 

The two types of errors, destination and translation, 

must be considered before an overall conclusion concerning 

which maps were optimal can be made. In deciding which maps 

should be presented to readers o:f bus schedules, the impor-

tance 0£ the dependent variahles, and the kinds of errors 

made, must also be considered. The var_iables which were 

most critical to a person trying to read a bus schedule and 

ride a bus were weighed more heavily than those not as 

important .. 

Destination errors, as well as translation errors, may 

prevent t.he traveler from ever reaching his destination. If 

a traveler cannot look at a bus schedule and determine a bus 

63 
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route that will get him/her to the destination, s/he -wi.ll 

not travel by .bus.. additionally., Everett et al {1977) 

pointed out that the cons€guences 0£ making an error in rid-

ing a bus can be guite aversive. One can lose valuable time 

in reaching a destination, become completely lost, or worst 

of all, become stranded in a dangerous section of town. For 

these reasons, the errors for each map were stressed highly, 

as was the dependent va.riable of number of in bar.sections 

circled correctly. 

Also of importance when deciding which maps should be 

presented to bus ciders, though. less so, were the efficiency 

measures of number of bus stops and buses. Even if the tra-

veler chooses a route t.hat will get him/her to the destina-

tion, the route may include so many buses and involve so 

many bus changes that it would be impractical with regard to 

time and convenience to travel using that route.. The map 

must allow the reader to determine a bus route that can be 

used easily a~d efficiently to reach one's destination. Of 

these two efficiency measures, the more critical one is the 

number of buses~ since a greater number of buses increases 

the number of .bus transfers., and prol)ably 1ilOU1d increase bus 

transit time significantly. The number of bus stops would 

probably increase transit time only marginally. It is note-

worthy that Lhe subjects were not spec.if ically asked to pro-
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duce the Dost efficient rcute. 

duces the 111ost efficient route# 

However# a map which pro-

without much mental effort 

by tl1e reader# is still the more .efficient .map than a IDap i.n 

which a less efficient route is determined_. 

There is a difference between statistical significance 

and scientific significance, the practical application of 

the results. The two time measures yielded many statisti-

cally significant results of the independent variables which 

are quite relevant to the hypotheses proposed in this thesis 

concerning which maps conform best ilit.h an internal repre-

sentatio.n"' As for practical considerations_, however:, the 

statistically significant differences in the times are not 

quite as relevant~ At most, there was a difference of sev-

eral seconds between two maps. That is# a map reader may 

spend ten •ore seconds reading one map than another. When 

considered next to the possi.ble hour or more which might be 

spent in transit using one rnap rather than another, because 

of errors, the importance of the time factor diminishes. 

The fact that fewer errors, both destination and transla-

tion# were committed reading familiar maps than unfamiliar 

maps has relevance to the theory proposed as to what the 

internal representation of an area is. However, a map 

reader must read a Blacks.burg map for Blacks.burg and a Lon-

don map f o.r: London"' What this means is that if the map is 
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of an unfamiliar area, more destination errors will be made. 

Destination errors .fi!l! be decreased by presenting a.u area, 

not in a simplified manner, 

but veridically .. 

~hich is apparently confusing, 

There was a significant effect of road structure for des-

tination errors, suggesting that veridical maps be used wlten 

presenting bus schedules in a pictorial form. This holds 

true when considering all dependent variables with one 

exception: when the veridical map is low-detailed and the 

area is familiar, the number of the number of bus stops in 

the chosen bus route will increase... since this measure is 

o~ less importance in deciding which maps are best presented 

to bus riders, the overa11 conclusion, with regard to road 

structure, is to present the map with a true-to-life rep['e-

senta.tion of the roads,. 

There were no main effects of detail revealed for either 

the number of errors, both destination and translation, the 

number of correct intersections, or even the two efficiency 

measures, although there was a main effect for both time 

measures; i.e., iow-detailed maps were read more quickly 

than high-detailed maps. However, it is recommended that 

maps include extra detail for the following reasons. First, 

the decrease in map perusal time £or location was 9~5 sec-

onds, and for bus route it was almost five seconds, a sta-
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tistically significant difference, but really not very much 

time is lost using high-detailed maps~ Secondly, there were 

no differences between low-detailed and high-detailed maps 

with the more critical measures. And third, not including 

extra detail on a map has one possible drawback. If the bus 

rider wants to travel to a place that is not .mentioned on 

the map, a,nd he does not .knoill where it is, 

no extra detail would not be optimal in 

then a :map with 

t.ha t respect.. 

Therefore, the suggestion is to present maps including extra 

de·tail, not because high-detailed maps are more readable, 

which apparently they are not, but because the bus rider 

would be able to plan a route with the knowledge of where 

the destination is~ 

To conclude this section, the consideration of the impor-

tance of the dependent measures, and of the effect of the 

three independent variables of familiarity, detail, and road 

structure, .lead to the conclusion that, to increase bus rid-

ership through improved map readability, the make-up of pic-

torial bus schedules should be a veridical non-simplified 

one, but should include extra detail,. This suggestion holds 

true for both maps of a £ami.liar a.rea and an unfamiliar 

area,. 
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THEORETICAL INPLICATICNS .!lf ~ FACTOR2 

It was argued that, with regard to choosing an optimal 

map to present. to bus ride.cs, the accuracy and error mea-

sures would be considered highly important, the two effici-

ency Deasures would have moderate importance, and the two 

time measures would have miniRal input into the final deci-

sion. iith regard to the theoretical impiications of the 

results, different measures were eraphasized most.. A map in 

which extra detail is included would .be read more quickly by 

subjects familiar 'With that area, 

used the information to aid them 

if indeed the subjects 

in reading that map. 

Therefore, the results of the time measures ai:e stressed 

with .regard to couclusions reached concerning the effects of 

map detail. Begarding road stxucture, the assumption of 

this experiment was that the road structure which represents 

the environment ~n a way most similar to the map reader's 

represer~tation would be the raap that is read most quickly, 

.because fewer transformations of the external map to conform 

with the ~nternal ruap would be needed. In other words, the 

map which most conforms to 

involve less recoding to 

the reader's cognitive map would 

read it, and so a shorter ti~e 

would resu.lt. There.fore, tl,le time measures again ~ere the 

most critical measures when considering the theo.retical 

implications of the results,. In addition, a map most 
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close1y resembling its internal representation should yield 

less errors than a •ap conforming less closely, and so the 

two error measures, and the accuracy measures {number- of 

intersections correctlJ circled) ver:-e also considered. The 

two efficiency measures have more practical than theoretical 

rel€vance. 

In general, three main e_ffects were obtained: familiar 

maps were easier to read th-an un.familiar maps, veridical 

maps were more readable than simplified maps, and, for the 

two time variables, low-detailed maps yielded shorter laten-

cies than high-detailed maps. 

The reason that familiar maps were more readable than 

unfamiliar maps was that the subjects~ being from 

B.lacksburg, alL:eady had knowledge of Blacksburg roads repre-

sented internally, li.hereas for London they did not. This 

stored information could be used to aid their performance. 

it was proposed that an internal representation of a fam-

~liar area containing knowledge of places and roads would be 

reflected by performance on maps with and without extra 

detail 1 (such an idea being supported by past research). 

Detailed maps were read more slowly than low-detailed maps 

for both familiarity levels. One possibility was that the 

extra irrelevant information "gets in the way" ---making it 

more difficult to focus in on the relevant information. 
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This would be reflected in the longer times for high-de-

tai.led than lo-w-detailed maps. It was also possible., how-

ever, that the longer times reflected the fact that the sub-

jects paid attention to the extra detail {adding several 

seconds -to their time) but that the extra time spent did not 

detract from _per.f ormance... 'I.his idea is supported by the 

fact that there were no more errors for the high-detailed 

than the low-detailed maps. 

It was predicted that for familiar areas veridical maps 

would be easier to read than simplified maps, because the 

kn01dedge of the twists and of the roads would be con-tained 

in the internal maps. The same logic was responsible for 

the prediction t.hat .for the London area, a simplified layout 

of the area would be easiest to read, because people simpli-

fiy their cognitive maps o-f unfamiliar areas .by systemati-

cally distorting the road network, eliminating t,he twists 

and turns thougl1t to be helpful for a familiar area.. The 

finding was that veridical maps were predominantly the 

easier maps to read, regardless of the familiarity of the 

area, indicating that the internal representation of an area 

:is best approximated externally by a veridical (non-simpli-

_f ied) representation cf the a.re a,. 

Bartram found that, what he called 0 schematic" maps were 

read faster than road maps.-. .However, his schematic maps not 
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only exaggerated angles between roads and e1ifilinated all 

curves {road structure factor), but all roads unrelated to 

the bus schedules, and all unecessary detail, was also 

removed {detail factor) thereby confounding road structure 

and detail ... In addition, his schematic map inc.luded a dif-

ferent color for each route, but one color represented all 

routes on the road map, thereby confounding color as well. 

Bartram was therefore not testing road structure alone.. As 

a result, he cou.ld not conclud€ that it lllas the simplified 

road structure which accounted for faster times for the 

11schematicn maps .• 

In the case of Blacksburg, one possible reason for verid-

ical maps being more readable than simplified maps, was due 

to Blacksburg 1 s familiarity to the subjects. •r.he subjects 

knew the ~diosyncracies of the roads, and Khere their posi-

tion on a map should be in relation to the other roads. A 

map in which the road structure was not displayed veridi-

cally did not correspond to the subjects' cognitive map. 

Slower times were the result, as well as an increase in 

errors for the simplified, thouqh distorted, maps,. 

This explanation, however, cannot account for the road 

structure results involving unfamiliar maps, in ~hich verid-

ical .maps were again more readable than si.mplified .maps .. 

One hypothesis ·11lhich can concerns the subjects 1 previous map 

experience. It is probable that tbe majority of the maps 
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people read are road maps, which o.f· necessi·t_y present roads 

in a veridical, not simplified, mann~r.. It is also probable 

that all the subjects, being a.bove the drivi.ng age, have 

used road maps, if not extensively, then at least occasion-

ally,. .Presenting a map of roads in which t.here are no 

curves and all intersections are either 90 degrees or 45 

degrees may have confused the subjects~ In other words, the 

subjects may s~.mplJ have bee.n used to reading a veridical 

road map, and .may have had little experience with a simpli-

fied road 0map. 

Another reason that the .simp.lified ma_ps may have been 

easier to read than the .110.n-simplified maps is that perhaps 

a road network of straig~t roads and angular intersections 

was disorienting or disquieting to people viewing a map 

because of its unreality.. According to this explanation, 

peop.le have built up an internal plan, or 0 schematicu, o.f 

how roads truly make up a town or a city. The map reader's 

knowledge of the world is o.f a w,or.ld with cu:rved, uot per-

fectly straight, roads. seeing a map in which roads are 

prese~ted in a manner coQtrary to their cognitive schemas 

takes longer to read and more erro.rs a.re committed. 

'These two explanations are related in that it is experi-

ence with a non-simp.lified, veridical world, whether that be 

a road map, {former explanation), or the actual roads them-
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selves (latter explanation). These explanatior.s receive 

support from the subjects 1 ratings of the maps# which rev-

ealed that they pre£erred the veridical maps to the simpli-

fied maps. Thes-e ratings vere made after their performance 

using the maps, and so are probably due, in part, to a 

ref le.ct ion of the actual perf or ma nee. stil.l, the veridical 

maps received the least preferred rating, 2.15, and the sim-

plified maps received the most prefe£red rating, 2.85. The 

ratings for the lo~-detailed maps (2.32) and the high-de-

tailed maps (2.57) were each more moderate. This suggests 

that the subjects felt quite strongly that the veridical 

maps, for both the familiar and unfamiliar area, were more 

to their l:iking. I.f it Ls true t.hat people do prefer exter-

nal representations (maps) in a f orru similiar to their 

internal representation {cognitive maps) , then their cogni-

tive maps are of a veridical nature. The world real.ly is 

full of curved roads intersecting in an unsystematic way, 

and a distorted, though simplified, IDap may be confusing to 

map readers'"' 

Map complexity is not a crucial factor responsil1le for a 

map 1 s readability, or even map preference. In the pretest, 

high-detailed maps -were rated as more complex than low-de-

tailed maps.. High-detailed maps we.re also less readable 

than low-detailed maps. However, the.r·e was no significant 
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diffe.rence be·tween the pref E;!rences .for low- detailed and. 

.high-detailed maps. The complexity o.f ·the maps, with regard 

to the maps 11 s road structure, had no bearing on either the 

subjects1 scores or their map preference. The veridical 

.maps were rated as more ,complex, yet these maps we:ce both 

more readable and more pref erred. It is not likely that it 

is the comp.lexity of the maps per se wldch is resporisible 

for the greater readabi.lity of the veridical maps. It is 

more plausible that it is the maps' correspondence with 

reality, its veridicality, w.hic.h is the primary reason £or 

its greate.r readabi.ltiy. 

£Q:ERELAT!Q~ AMONG DEPENDENT :!!!!IABLES 

:The location measures, location time and number of inter-

sections correctly located, were signif icant.ly correlated. 

This means that if a subject•s location times were fast on 

trial,s in which no destinatio~ error occurred, then on all 

trials they located most o.f the intersections presented to 

him/her; if a subject 1 s times were slow, then there fewer 

correctly circled intersections overa.11.. In other words, a 

subject 1 s speed in finding two intersections correctly was 

.related to .his/her overall acc.uracy.. This be.ing a correla-

tion, however, does not imply that greater speed causes 

g.reater accuracy,. Indeed, a factor causing both is probably 
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responsible for the significant relationship, that being a 

general map-reading ability'9 This map-reading ability is 

probably due in part to the subjects cognitive style, with 

fie.).d-independent subjects having greater ability than 

field-dependent subjects, since the GEFT score was signifi-

cantly correlated with both location measures. 

The fact that the two efficiency measures were correlated 

i.s not surprising,. A long .bu.s route in most cases involves 

more bus stops and bus changes, while a short bus route 

involves fewer bus stops and .buses,. The amount of time 

spent in determining a bus route was not correlated with 

either of t;hese efficie.ncy .measures,. This means that the 

simple act of taking a longer time to look for a route did 

not increase efficiency, ~n and of itself. This also is not 

surprising when it is considered that the subjects w€re not 

told to search for an efficient route. The reason that the 

subjects were not given those instructions ~as to obtain a 

measure of which maps auto.matical1y elicit an efficient 

route,. There:fore, the subjects were only looking for the 

first route that they could find, regardless of its effici-

ency. I£ the subjects ~ere told to search for the most 

effich~nt route they could find, it is probable that the 

amount of time spent searching for a route would be related 

to the efficiency of that route,. This should be studied in 

a f ut:ure experiment .. 
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The subjects who located the intersections quickly also 

determined a bus route g:uickly, while those performing 

slowlJ did so for both tasks. Additionally, both time vari-

ables were significantly corre.lated with the num.ber of 

intersections located correct.ly,.. It is probable, the.n, ·tha·t 

the map-reading al1ility p,reviously mentioned is responsible 

for both the speed and accuracy of map reading .. 

There was one other signif ica.nt correlation, that l;etween 

location time and the number of bus stops. This is unex-

pected, since the time to determine a bus rou·te was not cor-

related with the number of bus stops, an efficiency measure 

of the bus route.. The only logical explanation for these 

resu.lts is again that a general map-reading ability was res-

ponsible for subjects locating intersections quickly and 

selecting a route with few bus stops in it. 

Because of the h.igh correlations between several of ·the 

dependent variables, it ~as pro~bable that they ·were measur-

ing much of the same unde.r.lyi.ng abilities.. Specifically, 

the two variables of number of bus stops and number of buses 

appear to he measuri.ng the sa,me ability• that of choosing a·n 

efficie.nt "bus route.. Location time's high co,rre.lation l'Nith 

number of in·tersections correctly located .l;.ndicates that 

both are measuring the ability to locate places on a map .. 

And finally, the high correla·tion between the time measures, 
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location time and bus route time, 

reading a.bili ty,. 

FABILIA~ITY MEASURES 

indicates a general map-

The three nleasures of .fa.miliarity with Blacksburg were 

correlated with the scores for the Blacksburg maps to see 

what the effect of familiarity would be. It must be 

recalled that, to assure an effect of £amiliarity, a requi-

site for participation in the study was a length of resi-

dence in Blacksburg of at least two school years. There-

£ore, the limited nmaber: of .signif:icant correlations were 

probably due, in large part, to the effectiveness of this 

reguisite. ill subjects were at least someMhat familiar 

with the Blacksburg area, and so even if some subjects were 

.more familiar with B.ladcsburg than others, they were all 

familiar enough so that differences between the subjects' 

scores were minimal~ T11is would account also for the non-

sign~ficant differences between dependent scores for sub-

jects rated low, medium, and high in these three measures of 

familiarity. In order to see the effects familiarity with 

Blacks.burg has on the depenchrnt variables, a future experi-

ment should include a group of subjects unfamiliar wi t.h an 

area to be compared to a gioup of subjects more familiar 

with that area. 
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Interesti.ngl_y, the subjects' own rating 0£ £amiliarity 

with London correlated with two of the five depeude·nt rnea-

sures--bus route time and the number of buses in the bus 

route.. It ~is p.t:obable that the subjects :based their rat-

ings, either consciously or subconsciously, on their own 

previous per£ormance. If the subjects remembered having 

difficulty -with the London maps, they may have reported that 

they were very unfamiliar. If, on the other hand, they were 

not pa.rticularly troubled by the London map they may have 

ra·ted their faffiil.iarity as not quite so low. 

;rnTBOD OF TRAVEL 

It was determined that subjects who travel around 

Blacksburg most by automobile took more time to determine a 

bus route between two intersections. Yet it was also deter-

mined that the 16 subjects who drove .located more places 

than walking subjects, and reported their own familiarity 

with Blacksburg as higher than subjects vbo ~alked. The 

former results suggests greater knowledge of Blacksburg for 

walke.cs than dz:i vers, while the latter results suggest 

greater Blacksburg knowledge for drivers than walkers. It 

is possible to reconcile these apparently conflicting 

results by proposing that people who walk pay more attention 

to the streets and the street names between their destina-
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tions than do people who drive. When they had to determ~ne 

a .route bellmen two intersections on the bus route map, they 

were better prepared, and their times reflected this. On 

the othei: .hand, peop.le who drive travel more and come iRto 

contact with more places and these su.b jects, with this knofl-

ledge, reported thei.r familiarity as greater than those who 

walk .. 

MAP P.REF'ERENCE 

The subjects pre.ferred both veridical maps to both sim-

plified ma.ps for the fami~liar area, Blacksburg,. The sub-

jects were from Blacksburg, and so 

knowledge of the roads 1 true nature~ 

preferences was obtained with London 

had at least partial 

The same pattern of 

maps, except that the 

veridical high-detailed map was more preferred than only the 

simplified high-detailed map, and not the simplified low-de-

t ailed map,. similar results .for both .familiar and unfamil-

iar areas suggest that people prefer maps in which roads are 

presented .as they rea1.ly a.re, i:ather than as d.istorted,. This 

conclusior1 was aLso reached when considering the A.NOVA 

results .. 

These preferences corresponded with their performance, 

since for the three dependent variables in which there was a 

main effect of road structure (both time variables and the 
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location variable), veridical maps were more reada.ble than 

simplified maps, meaning that the subjects' subjectiv€ pre-

ference corresponded with their objective measure. One pos-

sible explanation for this i.s that the subjects remembered 

their own performance and, based on that, decided which map 

they preferred. An alternative possibilit_y consistent with 

results discussed up to now is that the same factor was res-

ponsible for both per£ormance and preferance, that being the 

fact that a veridical representation of an area is the form 

in which an area is internallJ represented as well. 

Ilfil& .QEP~NPE~l! 
The GEFT was presented to the subjects to obtain an esti-

mate of their cognitive style (specifically, field depen-

dence)"' It was hypothesized that :field independent subjects 

would be better at reading a map than subjects vith field 

dependence, because t.he two ma_p tasks required the subjects 

to break up the :fie.ld into discrete parts, which -field-inde-

pendent subjects are better able to do. The subjects were 

required to complete two tasks involving the maps. The GEFT 

score was significantly correlated with both measures for 

task one, locating the intersections, but with none of the 

three measures for task two, determining a .bus route,. The 

negative correlation with location time reflects the fact 
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that as the field dependence scm::-e increased (greater .fie.ld 

independence) the time to locate intersections on the map 

dec.reased (greater ability).. The positive correlation with 

the number of intersections reflects the positive relatio.n-

ship between the f~eld dependent scores and the number of 

intersections; the greater the field independence, the 

greater t.he abi.lity to locate intersections on the map,. In 

addition, the GE.FT scoxe.s were di·vided into low, .medium, and 

higl1.. There were differences .between these groups only with 

the locatio11 time. 

"Therefore, .fie.id dependence was related to the ability to 

locate places on a map, but not to the ability to use the 

map.. Since field independence i.mplies a.bi.li-ty to focus in 

on relevant information and the ability to ig_nor.e irrelevant 

info.r,matio:u., evidently these two abilities were important 

:for both ·the G:EFT and locating places on a map.. Field inde-

pendence is not an im:portance skill for using the map, once 

the critical places have been £ound. 

T.he subjectJs GEF'I score was related to the nuIDbe.r 0£ 

destination errors the subject cq.mmitted, (the greater the 

:field independence, the fewer the errors).. What this means 

is that high field independence can help one to avoid desti-

nation errors., and sa.fely reach one• s destination.. However, 

both low and liigh f.ield dependent subjects committed t.rans-
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lation errors equally"' Field independence did not help in 

the translation of the bus rou·te .from a pictorial to a ver-

bal mode,. 



CONCLUSIONS 

It was sta.·ted in the beginning of this paper that 

research dealing wi·th transit informational aids is severely 

lac~ing4 The research reported here used subjects1 ability 

to read a pictorial bus schedule to investigate the t.wo map 

variables of road structure and detail.. The conclusion !las 

reached tha·t a) bus route maps a.re most easily .read when 

roads are presented veridically and b) extra detail does not 

aid in the r€adahility 0£ a map# but should be included, 

nevertheless. to help bus riders plaa theiE routes. These 

are just two of the !Bany variall.les which should be investi-

gated in order that po·ten·tial bus riders receive information 

that they can understand and use to plan a .bus trip. 

The methodology employed to determine what maps are most 

easily read w.hen presenting a bus schedule was also used to 

investigate cognitive maps. It was concluded that the sub-

jects' internal representatio;i of both areas represented was 

best approximated externally by a non-simpli.f.ied, veridical 

road structure, since those maps were more readable. Both 

direct meU1ods of assessing .internal re pre sen ta tions (e .. g .. 

map d.raw.ing) and indirect methods (e .. g,. map reading· perfor-

mance) must continue for there to be a final determination 

of the fo.r:,m and k.1w1.;.ledge contained in cognitive maps,. 
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Appendix B 

Balanced latin Square Design 
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Appendix C 

.I.NSTBUC~IONS 

I will p.lace in front of you a map of eight .bus routes 

.for either the city of Blackslrur9 or another city unfamiliar 

to you,. fJritten on top of each map will .be two pairs of 

street intersections. The first intersection is the depar-

ture point and the second in·tersecti.on is the destina·tion 

for a bus trip.. I ~ould like you to first locate each point 

and circle it vith a pencil .. 

After you have marked both points, I would like you to 

work out the :buses needed to ti:ave.l .from the first poi:nt to 

the second.. There are eight (8) bus routes., the stops being 

indica'.ted by a number next to a dot. First, write down at 

the bottom o.f each map the buses you would take., and second, 

draw on the map the .route to l::e taken,. 

For example, on this much si.mplified map, I have liri·tten 

the intersections of Ace st. and Queen st., and King St. and 

Lemon St. First., you should locate these two points and 

then ci.rcle them (please do so now).. Immediately .fol.lowi.ng 

that., determine how to get f :r:om the first point to the sec-

ond, using the buses., and write down the bus numbers at the 

bottom 0£ the page. In the example, in order to travel from 

Ace and Queen to King and Lemon, one must use bus 2, then 
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bus 3 1 then bus 1. And finally, draw the route on the map. 

one must travel along the route depicted on this map. One 

cannot travel from Queen and Lime to Lemo.n and King using 

Lemon st., because there is no bus that travels between 

these two bus stops (buses 2 and 3 are at the first stop, 

and bus 1 is at the second). Therefore, one cannot travel 

directly from the :first to the second stop, using Lemon St_., 

but must choose a second rout€, the one shown on th€ .map. 

Remember these rules. In order to travel between tvo 

immediate points, the same bus route must have a stop at 

both points. If two points are connected by a road, but the 

same route number is not at both points, then another road 

must be cha.sen. The buses can travel in both directions on 

each route .. Many of the bus stops will have 2 buses stop-

ping at that intersection. One of the buses must be chosen 

on the basis 0£ which bus travels to the next stop on the 

vay to the f~nal destination. And finally, it is possible 

for a road to be disconn€c-ted, such as Ace st.'8 stopping 

above Queen st. before restarting again at Queen st. 
To repeat, the three tasks are: 

1. locate and circle the two locations 

2. determine and ~rite do~n the bus xoute numbers 

needed to get from the first t-0 the second loca-

tion 
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3. draw the roube on the .map 

I will be timing you 1 so please work as guickly as possi·-

ble1 while st.ill limiting errors,. As soon as you have cir-

cled both points1 determine the bus route you 1'ould take on 

the Dap. When you have finished drawing the bus route to be 

taken 1 turn the map over so I kno~ you have finished. There 

w~ll be a total of 16 maps. As soon as I give you the map, 

start your three tasks... Are there any questions? 



Appendix D 

Map used during practice trial 

2 

(f) 

2 
Queen St 
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Appendi.x E 

E.IGHT PAIRS O.F BLACKSBURG AND LONDON INTERSECT.IONS 

Blacksburg 

1. Broce Dr. & Tom's Creek Bd. 

Clay st .. 

2. Cork Dr. 8 Lucas Dr. 

& s. Main st .. 

3.. Orchard View & Ha.rding Ave .. 

Southgate Dr .• 

Willard St.. & 

country Club Rd. 

Airport Rd.. & 

4. Stonegate Dr.. & Tolll 1 s Creek Rd. Eheart St. & Pa.1-

mer Dr .. 

5. Marlington st. 
'Washington st.. 

:& Grissom La .. 

6. Sunrise Dr. & Palmer Dr. 

Harding Ave. 

7.. Hubbard st.. & s. Main _st .. 
.Field. 

8... Universi·ty City Blv.d.. & 

Southgate Dr. & Spring Bd. 
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Spring IM. & 

N. Mai·n st.. -& 

VP.I Mall. & Drill 

Price's Fork Rd. 
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Londo.n 

1. Lond9n Rd .. & Pondf ield Rd .. 

Vale.nee Ave .. 

2. Long Ave. & River Rd .. 

Dagenha:m .Rd"' 

3. Wood La. & Hester La. 

Park Dr. 

4.. Lodge Ave. & .aarstable Rd. 

Dagenham .Rd. 

5. oval Rd. & River Rd. 

s .. Par.k Dr .. 

6 .. Narrow La .. & :Woodward 

Upney La .. 

7. Wilming·ton .st .. & Upne·y 

per Ave,. 

Rd .. 

La. 

a. Peacht.ree lid .. & Town Rd ... 

St .. 

Victor Rd.. & 

Arnold .Rd. & 

Green st.. & N,. 

Malvern D.r'" & 

Wilmington St,. & 

Victor Rd,. s 

Arbey Ild. & Bus-

East St. & Green 



Appendix F 

PLACES THE SUBJECTS WERE REQUIRED TO LOCATE IN BLACKSBURG 

1,. Burger King 

2<9 Blacksburg High School 

3. Mr .. Fooz Sub Shop 

4,. Fo.xridge Apartments 

5 .. Harbor's Landing Fish Camp 

6. Capri '!win '.I heaters 

7 .. Mish Mish 

8. Blacksburg Public Pool 

9. Maxwell's Restaurant 

10,,. Holiday lnn 
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Appendix G 

Questj.onnaire Presented to Subjects 

1) What is your usual (most often used) method of travel around 

Blacksburg? a) automobile 
b) bicycle 
c) walking 
d) hitchhiking 
e) other -------

2) How long have you lived in Blacksburg (years and months)? 

J) How often have you used bus schedules in your lifetime? 

never 
used 
one 

used 
moderately 

used 
often 

4) How familiar are you with the area of Blacksburg represented 

by the maps presented to you? 

very 
unfamiliar 

moderately 
familiar 

very 
familiar 

5) How familiar does the strange city represented by the maps 

seem to you? 

very 
unfamiliar 

moderately 
familiar 
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very 
familiar 



Appendix H 

Analysis of variance summary table for each 

dependent variable 

Location Time (Between Trials Data) 

Source df SS F 
Between Subjects 

Subjects (S) 39 29159.80 
Within Subjects 

Trial (T) 1 1950 .04 13.85** 
T x S 39 5490 .27 
Familiarity (F) 1 17840.31 111.34** 
F x S 39 6248.90 
Road Structure (RS) 1 3067 .19 7°71H-
RS x S 39 15512.83 
Detail (D) 1 9621.10 55.83** 
D x S 39 6721.12 
T x F 1 50.73 0.33 
T x F x s 39 6076.20 
T x RS 1 117.37 1.06 

T x RS x S 39 4JOl-J .• 60 
T x D 1 731.02 5.53~-

T x D x S 39 5159,76 
F x RS 1 J4.54 0.22 
F x RS x S 39 6146.18 
F x D 1 40.16 0.17 
F x D x S 39 9033,54 
RS x D 1 JOJ.54 1.39 
RS x D x s 39 8546.46 
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Source 
T x F x RS 
T x F x RS x S 
'I' x F x D 
T x F x D x S 
T x RS x D 
T x RS x D x S 
F x RS x D 
F x RS x D x S 
T x F x RS x D 
T x F x RS x D x S 

Total 

104 

df 

1 
39 
1 

39 
1 

39 
1 

39 
1 

39 

639 

* p<.05 
*-* p<.01 

SS 
71.21 

7638.96 
84.80 

4459.62 
130.14 

5407.52 
508.08 

71/.84. 29 
78.23 

8517.53 

170176.14 

F 

0.36 

0.74 

1.10 

2.65 

0.36 
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Location Time (Across Trials Data) 

Source 
Between Subjects 

Subjects (S) 
Within Subjects 

FaJniliarity (F) 
F x S 
Road Structure (RS) 
RS x S 
Detail (D) 
D x S 
F x RS 
F x RS x S 
F x D 
F x D x S 
RS x D 

RS x D x S 
F x RS x D 
F x RS x D x S 

Total 

df 

39 

1 
39 
1 

39 
1 

39 
1 

39 
1 

39 
1 

39 
1 

39 

319 

* p<..05 
** p<'..01 

SS 

16360.53 

10181.34 
3889.34 
11JJ. 75 
3267.66 
5810.68 
4231.05 

12.42 
4934.04 
113.42 

5668.31 
330.18 

5221.78 
561.13 

4626.52 

71342.15 

F 

102 .09"** 

5,35-)(-

53.56** 

0 .10 

0.78 

2.47 

4.73* 
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!lumber of Intersections Correctly Circled 

Source df SS F 

Between Subjects 
Subjects (S) 39 2.52 

Within Subjects 
Familiarity (F) 1 1.31 23.09** 
F x S 39 2.22 
Road Structure (RS) 1 1.19 19.78** 
BS x S 39 2,34. 
Detail (D) 1 0.04 0.86 
D x s 39 1.74 
F x RS 1 o.66 18 .65** 
F x RS x s 39 1.37 
F x D 1 0 .09 1.69 
F x D x s 39 2.19 
RS x D 1 0.04 0.86 
RS x D x t, 

.;) 39 1.74 
F x RS x D 1 0.01 0.08 
F x RS x D x S 39 3.27 

Total 319 20.72 
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Bus Route Time (Between Trials Data) 

Source df SS F 
Between Subjects 

Subjects (S) 39 54660.20 
Within Subjects 

Trial (T) 1 7667.41 l.J-O 0 37** 
T x S 39 74o7.22 
Familiarity (F) 1 6L~22 .45 27.32** 
F' x s 39 9168.82 
Road Structure (RS) 1 1003. 60 4.07 
RS x S 39 9621.59 
Detail (D) 1 3846.35 10.99** 
D x S 39 13651.59 
T x F 1 143.98 1.01 
T x F x S 39 5565.4-6 
T x RS 1 24.00 0.11 
T x RS x S 39 816J.OO 
T x D 1 75.57 0.38 
T x D x S 39 7804.19 
F x RS 1 2.06 0.01 
F x RS x S 39 10482.69 
F x D 1 37.15 0.15 
F x D x S 39 9704.56 
RS x D 1 1437,78 3.80 
RS x D x S 39 147_54.87 
T x F x RS 1 26.66 0.18 
T x F x RS x S 39 5635.38 
T x F x D 1 121.26 0.69 
T x F x D x S .39 6855,96 
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Source df SS F 

1' x ns x D 1 244.08 1.08 
T x RS x D x s 39 8795.60 
F x RS x D 1 1.24 o.oo 
F x RS x D x s 39 14628.94 
T x F x ns x D 1 37.88 0.17 
T x F x RS x D x S 39 8922.45 

Total 639 216913.98 

** p<.01 
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Bus Route Time (Across Trials Data) 

Source 
Between Subjects 

Subjects (s) 
Within Subjects 

Familiarity (F) 
F x S 
Roacl Structure (RS) 
RS x S 
Detail (D) 
D x S 
F x RS 
F x RS x s 
F x D 
F x D x S 
HS x D 
RS x D x S 
F x RS x D 
F x RS x D x S 

Total 

df 

39 

1 
39 
1 

39 
1 

39 
1 

.39 
1 

39 
1 

39 
1 

39 

319 

* p<.05 
** p<.01 

SS 

28046.70 

3173.78 
4665.17 
530.55 

L~782 • 73 
1764.18 
6803.61 

2.14 
5339,93 

21.4LI· 
4888.31 
709.89 

7454.60 
0.06 

7548.13 

75731.20 

F 

26.5,JH-

4 . .33* 

10.11** 

0.02 

0.17 

3,71 

o.oo 
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Number of JJus Stops in Bus Route 

Source df SS F 

Between Subjects 
Subjects (s) 39 20 .50 

Within Subjects 
D'amiliarHy (l") 1 1.80 3.03 
F x S 39 23.20 
Road Structure (RS) 1 0.25 0.36 
RS x S 39 27.75 
Detail (D) 1 0.45 0.81 
D x S 39 21.80 
F x RS 1 o.oo 0.01 

F x RS x s 39 21.00 
F x: D 1 1. 51 2.07 
F x D x S 39 28.49 
RS x D 1 1.38 1.95 
RS x D x s 39 27.62 
F x RS x D 1 4.28 6.24* 
F x HS x D x s 39 26.72 

Total 319 206. 75 

* p<.05 
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Number of .Buses in Bus Route 

Source df SS F 

Between Subjects 
Subjects (s) 39 16.25 

Within Subjects 
Familiarity (F) 1 4.28 10 .87** 
F x S 39 15.35 
Roacl Structure (RS) 1 0.25 0.81 
RS x S 39 12.25 
Detail (D) 1 0.20 0.37 
D x S 39 21.05 
F x RS 1 o.oo 0.01 
F x RS x S 39 19.12 
F x D 1 0.05 0.10 
F'xDxS 39 19.57 
RS x D 1 1.01 2.59 
RS x D x S 39 15.24 
F' x ns x D 1 o.45 1.18 
F x RS x D x s 39 14.92 

Total 319 139,99 

** p<.01 
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RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN MAP FORMAT AND ROUT.E S.EL.ECTION: TONAH.D 

IMPBOVING TBANSXT INFORMATIONAL SYSTEMS 

by 

Kenneth A Spitz 

(ABS'lRACT) 

The aims of the present study were twofold: (1) to deter-

mine the ef.fec-tiveness of various ma:p formats in presenting 

mass tra.n.sit information; and (2) to assess subjects 11 inter-

nal representation of spatial features of the environment. 

It was hypothesized that: bu.s :route .selection would .be a 

function of bot.h the amoun·t of detail and the .road structure 

presented in maps and that the effect .of detail and road 

structure wouJ.d de.pend upon the .farui.liarity of the mapped 

area.. A 2 X 2 X 2 (Familiarity x D·etail x Road Structure) 

factorial design was employed i"D the e·xperiment.. The famil-

iarity factor was .manipu.la·ted by mapping a familiar area 

(Blacksburg, Virginia) and an unfamiliar area {an altered 

section o:f London, Eng.land).. .Detail was manipulated by 

including or not including r.oads and landmarks o.n the maps .. 

Road Structure was manipulated lly presenting roads in eithe.r 

a veridical or a si.mplified manne·r,. 

Performapce on a map reading task was used to assess the 

effects of the independent variables~ Fourty undergraduate 

subjects we.re required to fir.st locate two intersections on 



a bus route map and second, to determine a bus route between 

the two intersections. Five dependent measures 0£ map .read-

ing abilit_y were obtained,. Results indicated that, for both 

familiar and unfamiliar areas, a veridical road structure 

yielded less errors and faster times for determining a bus 

route tha·n d,id a simplified road structure, and tha.t detail 

lengthened the time to perfcrm the task. 
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